
Education Activities at Wisbech & Fenland 
Museum 

 
Romans in Fenland 

 
Hands on History 

Wisbech and Fenland Museum offers practical workshops and object handling sessions 
for Key Stage 1 and 2 in: 

- Egyptians 
- Archaeology 
- Romans 
- The Dark Ages 
- Thomas Clarkson and the Transatlantic Slave Trade 
- Local History: Wisbech Town & Port 
- The Fens and Farming 
- The Victorians 
- Life before electricity for Key Stage 1 
- The History of Toys 
- World War II 

 
The above list can be combined with a new Using the Museum for Creative Writing 
Workshop 
 Most themes are available on a half or full day basis & can be modified to suit 
the specific needs of your school.  

Cost; £3 per child, accompanying adults free. 

  

  



Outreach is also available for local schools at £75 half day and £100 a day.  

If you have two classes doing the same topic, I can spend two hours with one 
class in the morning and the same in the afternoon with the other class. 

It may also be possible in small schools to cover two different topics for example 
the Victorians and the History of toys or life before electricity for Key Stage 1, 
the Romans and Archaeology.   

To find out how we can help, please contact Sara Hawkes at Wisbech & 
Fenland Museum on 01945 583817  

or Mobile 07769953911 or home 01945 450545. 

  

If you wish to use the museum in self led activity, you are free to do so but 
please contact the museum to make sure that it is not being used by another 
school. 

It may be possible, in some areas, for me to prepare worksheets connected with 
the above themes and our displays or a general museum trail for you to 
photocopy and use. 

Loan Boxes are also available at the cost of £5 for a two week period on the 
following themes; 

- Romans 
- Victorians 
- Toys 
- World War II 
- The Slave Trade 
- Geology 
- Fenland Farming 
- The Fens 
- Shopping 

(The Egyptian loan box can only be accompanied by myself during outreach 
sessions) 

  

 


